
In Wisconsin 2019
National History Day

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to your NHD adventure!! This presentation will get you familiar with National History Day and the process. Sit back while we go over the basics of the project.



What is NHD?
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What is NHD? A question you are all probably pondering.NHD is a project done in all 50 US states and in several countries around the world! Each NHD student studies whatever history they want, researches, and makes a creative project. That’ll be you!



Theme
Past Themes: 2019 Theme:

• TRY to use both parts
• Don’t forget “in History”
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Think of NHD as studying history with a twist because each year there is a theme all students must relate to. It’s a way of thinking about history from a new perspective. Most people think of history as memorizing dates, people and events, but with a theme NHD is trying to encourage more of you own analysis and think about facts with a new lens. This year it is “Triumph and Tragedy in History.” There is an “and” between both terms, but you don’t have to talk about “triumph” as much as you do “tragedy.” Some topics just won’t have as much of one or the other. Try your best to work in both in some way– theme connection is VERY important in an NHD project, so pick your topic wisely. Oh- and the “in History” is a friendly reminder to place your topic in historical context. Don’t just talk about Rosa Parks and forget to mention the Civil Rights movement, ya know?



Define Triumph

• Specific definition: a great victory; to win or gain 
success

• Examples:
– Winning a war?
– Successful invention?
– Not failing a test?
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Since there’s two concepts, let’s look at them more closely–how would you define “triumph?”The actual definition is above, but there are still different examples of triumph. If you are on the winning side of a war, I think you’d believe you were victorious and successful. Creating something no one has made before is fulfilling, it has potential to make something better. And I think we all would prefer to ace a test, but not completely failing is a good thing. Now for the other part…



Define Tragedy

• Specific definition: a disastrous event; 
causing much suffering or having an unhappy 
ending

• Examples:
– No one applauding after your performance?
– A natural disaster?
– Losing a war?

Presenter
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How would you define “tragedy?”Pretty bad, right? Like no one appreciating your performance like you wish they would or even larger scale: a natural disaster. Homes, entire cities, and lives displaced or destroyed is a huge tragedy. Of course that other side of the coin… losing a war is an unhappy ending. I think you can start to see what we’re getting at– and why there are question marks– it’s all about perspective. What someone views as a triumph may be a tragedy. Here are some more examples…



Think Perspective

• No one applauding after your performance?
- Triumph = You performed! 
- Tragedy = No one liked it—but does that matter?

• Building fires (think 1800s or 1900s)?
- Tragedy = Destroying homes and businesses
- Triumph = Better fire safety prevention and fire-

fighting techniques
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Think perspective means, examine different views of a situation. Let’s take no one applauding after your performance– what’s triumphant and tragic about that? Who cares what anyone else thought!! You did it! But, some people may dwell on the negative side. Alright, another example: fires. Think centuries ago before “911” and sirens. Fires are still disasters, but people have learned a lot about how to prevent and put out fires from witnessing fires! Depends on how you look at a situation.One more thing about the theme…



Is There an Order?

Tragedy to Triumph?
• Natural disasters

– Build stronger and smarter
– Preparedness 

• Social Movements
– Unity and awareness
– Policy and change

Triumph to Tragedy?
• Rise of leaders

– Power and ego
– Poor decisions

• Inventions and Discoveries
– Atomic bomb and WMDs?
– Titanic

Lessons learned in history.
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Make the theme your own! There is no true order in the phrasing, it’s up to you and the topic you chose. Here are even more ideas for you to think about: (listed)If you go tragedy to triumph you could have a “glass half full” perspective on things. However, not everything in history is so rosy. There are not always happy endings.Triumph to tragedy also has its own place in history where what people thought was helpful really was not.Bottom line: MANY lessons have been learned the hard way or easy way in history. So don’t forget to analyze that when you pick a topic: think about history!



Keep in mind

• When selecting a topic:
– Pick something YOU are INTERESTED in
– Think about the theme
– Think about HISTORY

What counts as history…
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If you take away anything, remember: pick something you like, always incorporate the theme (triumph and tragedy), and place your topic within history! 



History

About 20 years

• The effects aren’t known right away
• Allow time for:

– Policy changes
– Recovery
– Economic shifts
– International response
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When we say “history” we don’t necessarily mean the Roman Empire or 100 years ago, we mean allow time for people to breathe. Think about the last argument you had with someone– did you make up? Were you able to pause and read a bullet-point list of reasons you’re right and their wrong and what would happen if this or that happened? Probably NOT. Same goes for history. When events happen, no one really knows what’s going to happen. Sure, we have predictions, and they can be true, but consequences or benefits don’t usually show up right away. Account for the time it takes for a bill to get approved, or a vaccine to be tested and proven for an illness, and other factors. Our best gauge is 20 years.So after all of that, let’s look at a full topic-selection method…



Narrowing a Topic

THEME

YOUR INTEREST

BROAD TOPIC

NARROW TOPIC

THESIS/SPECIFIC ISSUE

SPORTS

PACKERS

ICE BOWL

WISCONSIN SPORTS
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Here is a method you can use if you’re stuck. Start at the top with the most general: theme. You can’t change the theme.Work your way down by think about a topic you’re interested in and then getting more and more specific. You don’t want to go super specific like down to an individual because that won’t be helpful. We call focusing on one person a “biohazard.” This means you are on track to write a biography about one person and not tell a broader story about what that person did or how  that person influenced history.Here is an example. If you’re interested in sports history, that’s great but we have to get to the bottom of what interests you. Well obviously Wisconsin sports teams are the best. The Packers are an easy choice. But again, you can’t do a project just on the Packers because it is too broad, you have to relate to the “triumph and tragedy” theme. And even like what we mentioned earlier: doing a topic on Brett Favre is a biohazard, it’s too narrow. But getting back to this example, a possible topic could be the Ice Bowl or even how the inaugural team had Oneida players. There are stories to explore!After you select your topic you’ll start figuring out what you want to research. How to go about that is the four T’s… 



FOUR T’s

TIMES TRIUMPH

TRAGEDY TRANSFORMATION
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We will go over each one of these, so no need to scribble these all down right away. Times, Triumph & Tragedy (of course), and Transformation. These are FANTASTIC  words to include on an exhibit or website navigation bar because they are clear and concise. Let’s dive in…



Times

Context
What was happening?

– Locally
– Large scale

Broad Topic: Using human subjects in medical research.
– What would be helpful to know?
– How are you going to define medical research?
– Narrow Topic: Hippocratic Oath
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“Times” is like context. What was happening or what were the times like then? Think about leading up to the event, what happened in that place and/or globally. Any major factors a reader should know about? Don’t assume a reader knows everything.For example: a subject that is still debated is whether or not it is ethical for humans to be involved in medical research. What would be helpful to know about this topic? Probably what’s going to be your definition of medical research. Include a brief backstory of the use of humans in research. For example, the Hippocratic Oath is still taken today yet originates from the Ancient Greeks. It is the very first account of medical standards and “ethics” found. There are principals of medical confidentiality and avoid doing harm. Depending on what you plan to argue or study, the context you provide may vary. Think about your reader! What should they know?



Triumph

What 
happened?

• Describe the triumph.
• What made it a triumph? 

– Or who saw it as a 
triumph

• Synonyms help!

Broad Topic: Using human subjects in medical research.
– Other cures found; good-outcome stories
– Narrow Topic: James Lind and Scurvy Trial 1747; first recorded 

instance
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So now explain the triumph (or tragedy, whatever seems most logical). What are the successes that came out of using human subjects in medical research? There were great advancements made by people for people because they studied on people. One could argue none of these advancements would be made without human testing. The first documented study done on a ship where the surgeon (James Lind) tested various remedies in the effort to cure scurvy. He noticed lemons and oranges cured them, but actually was hesitant to “prescribe” them because they were so expensive. We now know scurvy is a Vitamin C deficiency. With sea travel being a major mode of transport, many sailors were happy.This is just one example of how testing methods on people has been helpful for the greater good. 



Tragedy

What 
happened?

Broad Topic: Using human subjects in medical research.
– What went wrong and why?
– Narrow Topic: Stanford Prison Experiment

• Describe the tragedy.
• What made it a tragedy? 

– Or who saw it as a tragedy
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And yes, there have been times when it has not been good. The tragedy is that this is still testing which means that the outcomes are unknown. The results have been tragic, but sometimes the intentions have added to the tragedy.There have been studies that have not had desirable outcomes like the psychology study: Stanford Prison Experiment. This experiment was conducted at Stanford University in the 70s (anyone ever heard of this?) Volunteers were randomly assigned the “prisoner” role or “prison guard” role. The researcher wanted to study the idea of power. Participants really embodied or filled their roles completely. There were reports of physical and mental abuse on the prisoners by the guards that quickly got out of control. All because someone was randomly assigned a title. In a week it was called off after someone told him it was morally wrong. It is now commonly called a failed experiment due to the unknown mental consequences on the people involved.



Transformation

What 
changed?

Broad Topic: Using human subjects in medical research.
– Is this the end of change? Did it solve problems?
– Narrow Topic: 1947 Nuremberg Code; creation of ethical codes

• Has anything changed?
– Good or bad?

• What can be improved?
• Present day?
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What has been the transformation? Or what has changed because of this triumph or tragedy?Again, not all topics will have a happy ending. This is your chance to summarize your topic and how it fits within history. Such as the Nuremberg Codes that were created as a result of the unspeakable medical experiments happening in the concentration camps during WWII. This lead to the creation of rules and standards for experimentation, but is it enough?You can insert more of your argument by adding ways this situation could be improved or your “evaluation” of sorts. The best way to explain this is with this example. With a topic like medical research on humans, everyone is going to have an opinion because it is still a debated topic. The reader is expecting the transformation or change or “so what?”/”Why should I care?” section. For this one could say a variety of things depending on the argument:-Medical ethics have come a long way but still have a ways to go (critical lens, that there is still some ways to go before true triumph)-The codes in place today protect people from past mistakes (optimistic lens, looking at the advancement as a triumph after tragedy)-There should not be experiments on anyone (seen as a complete tragedy)-Currently, a movement to improve this practice looks promising… (optimistic but critical)These are just a few possible transformation statements that illustrate an argument in some way. But how to find out what has changed? How do you even find all this information? How did I know all this information? Do you want me to show my work?... Well that’s research!



How to Research

VISIT PLACES
• Search online to start
• Find a good book
• Go to the back for the bibliographies ASK QUESTIONS

• Of yourself
• With others

KEEP TRACK
• Record search terms
• Write down titles and authors
• Note how the source helps you
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How are you going to find all these sources? First, start with a simple Google search to familiarize yourself with your topic– is it the one? If you are liking a particular topic, find a book about the general history. Librarians are great people to ask for help finding a book or information. Once you find a good book or reliable website, look at the bibliography– you can find more sources from there! Also, don’t forget to keep asking questions! Whether it’s “why did this happen?” or “how do I find that?” keep digging for information or ask someone. Like I said, librarians have so much information and know the research process– let them help you! You are not an island, use people/libraries/books/websites as lifelines to help you.Lastly, keep track of what you do. Think about it like leaving a trail of breadcrumbs for someone else to find (or you can go back to!) In the end you’ll have to put together your own bibliography, so it’s best to start right away. 



Research

• Primary Sources

This will be how you show your work!
• Secondary Sources
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In science or math you have to show how you got 4 as your answer. In history you have to do research to show that Thomas Jefferson was vegan (he wasn’t, and we know that because of research!) Historians divide research into two big pots. In one there is primary sources– anything created (or alive) at the time of the event! A journal written by someone, the newspaper, music, pictures, or something like that.The second pot is secondary sources– anything not created from the time of the event. Usually a book written about the event by someone that was not there, a documentary or a website written by someone that was not alive at the time. Think of secondary sources like “second-hand” clothes. You were there to pick them out, but you still wear them and are affected by that purchase.



Research is everywhere!
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Research is really everywhere. You have probably researched and not even known it. And it’s not like a detective in crime shows tracking down evidence and solving murders– it’s not that dramatic. Research can be seemingly little things. For example:How else are you going to pick your defensive line in Fantasy Football, or are you okay with just anyone… I think not.Also, doctors are doing research every time they take your blood or check your temperature. They are trying to gain more evidence to find the answer of what is wrong.



Research

Primary or Secondary Source?

Primary Secondary

Primary
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Let’s go over some examples. Are these primary or secondary sources?1/Weather broadcast. PRIMARY because it is live. It doesn’t matter that we are in Wisconsin and this is happening in Florida. This is live and thus a primary source.2/1812 War book. SECONDARY because it is about a war that happened 200 years ago and was published in 2016 by someone who was not there.3/NYT Titanic sinking. PRIMARY because this was created at the time of the event. It doesn’t matter that no one on the boat wrote it or it was not a European paper, it is a product of the time. 4/Titanic the movie. SECONDARY because it was not created at the time of the event. It is a recreation of the event with “what they think happened” combined with research and Hollywood drama. Not the best thing to cite.



Project types
• Play to your strengths

– Artistic ability?
– Video editing?
– Writing vs Acting?

• How do you best work?
– Sails vs. Anchors
– Are you going to be friends in a few months?
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Alright, so how will this all come together?You get to choose in which format you want to display your project, but first there are some things to consider:First, think about your strengths! Are you artistic in the sense that you like glue sticks and color patterns? Or do you like video editing? That will help you decide whether or not to do a documentary versus an exhibit board or one of the other categories. Also, do you want to work by yourself or in a group? A teacher once said to think about yourself as a ship– it’s a good idea to bring extra sails. Sails are great for you because they work hard to move you forward and makes your ship faster, more efficient and more enjoyable. However a poor decision is carrying anchors. Anchors don’t help you move forward and they weight you down. They do minimal effort. Just think about that before picking your group… and remember: if you sail alone, the boat sails easily.



Exhibit
DO YOU LIKE CRAFTS AND ARE ARTISTIC?

• 500 words 
• Images or graphics
• Can use media
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First is exhibit. This category is for students who like working with creative design which means you enjoy gluing images on a board and making your exhibit appealing. Think of when you visit a museum and see the exhibit halls, you want people to feel comfortable approaching your board to read and learn.This is a good category if you have a lot of pictures. Ancient Greek topics don’t have a variety of images, so think about that when picking your topic. This is a tough category because you only have 500 words to work with. Of course you can add quotes, but the point is that you only have 500 words to teach your reader everything you want them to know about your topic. That’s not a lot.Something to keep in mind if you want to compete, this is the most popular category! We have large exhibit halls.



Documentary

DO YOU LIKE EDITING WITH VIDEO? 
DO YOU HAVE THE SOFTWARE?

• 10 minutes
• Images AND video footage
• Make your argument early
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Documentaries are fun if you like to edit video, but some people find it to be too much work compiling pictures and footage or they just don’t like the sound of their voice (but you won’t be judged by the sound of your voice!)Before selecting documentary, check to see if you have the right software to do a documentary. iMovie is popular but there are other great types for a small fee or some Library Media Centers have equipment and software you can use. Ask around or ask the NHD in WI office!For documentaries, you get 10 minutes to say what you want to say and it is also a very visual category. Again, a documentary is not the best category if your topic does not have any video footage. Really think about how you want to engage your audience.One note I will say about that is to mention your thesis or your argument early and refer back to it throughout! Although you will know every piece, your audience is seeing it for the first time so be sure to help them out. Think of when someone is telling a story and talking really fast it’s hard to catch up. There are great examples online to look up from across the country. People make it their own and add their own creative style.



Paper

DO YOU ENJOY WRITING?

• 1,500 – 2,500 words
• Individual only
• Straightforward structure and organization to make your 

argument
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Don’t roll by this topic choice, it is a great option! Whether or not you enjoy writing, a paper allows you to speak to your reader in a unique way. The organization is simple, you don’t have to pick out colors or have lots of images– it’s just you and your reader; what do you want them to know?You get a lot of space to write out your ideas (1,500-2,500) and it is much easier to give feedback on papers because it is simple– all your work is right there. It is not spread across multiple pages or you have to rewind. Papers can only be done individual because it is hard to write a paper in a group! Many examples are online, check them out!



Website
DO YOU LIKE DOING ALL YOUR WORK ONLINE?

• 1,200 words
• Use special NHD website (Weebly.com)
• Can use media
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For a website, you have to work entirely online. Building the navigation buttons, drawing and dragging in text boxes– is that something you enjoy?You can still be creative like an exhibit with formatting, but you get more words like a paper! NHD students who do a website have to use the special NHD Weebly platform that is free– another benefit, no need to pay for extra features.Check online for some examples!



Performance
DO YOU LIKE PUBLIC SPEAKING? 

ARE YOU IN IT TO WIN IT?
• 10 minutes
• Props not necessary
• Make an argument
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If you want to do a performance, ask if you like speaking in front of people or want to get better! Another thing to ask yourself is if you really really want to win… performances historically have the lowest participation rates. Some contests there was 1 or 0 entries. Just something to think about! In general, you have to craft a historical argument in 10 minutes. Props are not required, but they can be helpful. They costumes can be as simple as the gals on the left or extreme as on the right– both were National Finalists! The key is that you can’t get swept up in the theatrical aspect, you still have to make an argument. That usually looks like, “Hi! I’m President Nixon and I’m here to tell you to vote!” Just get right to it!Watch the examples online!



Annotated Bibliography + Process Paper

• Annotated Bibliography
– Annotated = You write a few sentences about how each source 

helped you learn about your topic.
– Bibliography = Cite your source so someone can find it and give 

proper credit to the creator.
• Process Paper

– Needed if you want to compete (one per group)
– Only maximum 500 words
– Answer a few questions:

• How did you pick your topic?
• What did you find surprising?
• Where did you find your favorite source?
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Remember that research I mentioned? You have to show your work in the form of an annotated bibliography. Annotated means you write a little about each source. Bibliography means you give credit to the source that helped you and make the citation clear so someone could find the same information you did!A Process Paper is needed if you decide to compete. A simple 500 words about your project. Just something to think about– and FYI, papers don’t have to write one!More about competition…



Competitions*

• School Events
• Regional Contests
• State Competition

– Madison, WI
• National Contest

– Washington D.C.

READ 
THE CONTEST RULE BOOK!
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You can enter your projects into competition! You don’t have to have a school contest, but some do. The starting point are regional contests– we have 8 across the state and you can check yours online. The top 3 in each category advance to the state competition at UW Madison. The top 2 at state advance to the National competition in Washington DC at the University of Maryland.We really want to stress that it is OPTIONAL!! Doing an NHD project is an achievement in itself. If you do plan to compete, there is a contest rule book  online you should read because it contains specific rules for each category. But seriously, you are already a stronger researcher, writer and creator by completing a project. Competition and “winning” is gravy. 



Questions?

• Historians ask a lot of questions.
• Email National History Day in Wisconsin:

– historyday@wisconsinhistory.org
– Either Courtney or Jenny will respond

• Look at FAQs online:
– wisconsinhistory.org/nhd
– Lots of project help!
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Ask people questions! Ask what their favorite history is or if they know about the history you are interested in. You can find leads to sources, topic ideas, or connections for interviews! Also, ask the NHD in WI office questions! They are open to all questions big and small.

mailto:historyday@wisconsinhistory.org
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